Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 4-27-14
On my first visit to the very far southern part of the state this week, I learned some very important things. Living in the
middle of the transition zone can fit the term ‘variety is the spice of life’ nicely or it can be tough sledding when
managing turfgrass through the seasons. I also learned that the polar vortex spared no one around the state.
Temperature kill is of huge concern there and there is some extremely ‘dormant’ bermudagrass right now which may
need so life support. Zoysiagrass is everyone’s friend down there and the importance of Dr. Ken Diesburg and his world
leading breeding program cannot be underestimated at Southern Illinois University. Zoysia also came through the winter
in much better shape there and I am sure many courses are delighted with the results.
Superintendents in the area are of course ahead of the northern part of the state and Waitea may have been noted
already, while many of the superintendents are also waiting for complete recovery from dormancy of zoysia. Many
commented however that they are still a month behind normal – wild garlic has taken its chance to invade in the mean
time! The one safety release that many superintendents have of course is that due to dormancy – applications to kill Poa
annua can be made during these periods and there is limited impact on preferred warm season turf species!
I hope everyone took the time to fill out the survey and look forward to seeing many next Tuesday at the MAGCS
meeting. I also hope that everyone had a good Easter and is looking forward to seeing recovering turf!
Climate:
We did start the week off with some positive warmer temperatures which would have helped some growth – this
however went backwards as the week progressed. The decline of almost 20 degrees was probably felt more acutely on
courses in the north of Chicago (Figure 1). Soil temperatures haven’t risen sufficiently yet to see aggressively growing
turf and push recovery along as we would have hoped.
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Figure 1. Air temperatures and soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb)

Precipitation has been more consistent thankfully this week and will have helped to keep seed beds nice and
moist without the need to apply irrigation. Winds however and dry air would still mean that it is important to
keep an eye on exposed seedbeds. Covers will have helped to push soil temperatures further along and the
addition of rainfall will have made a difference.
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Figure 2. Precipitation for April 2014 at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb).
The drought monitor is indicating a severe drought already for the southwest and California and some of this has started
to spread. For the most part west Illinois has little impact for the moment but that could change rapidly especially if
winds stay up and continue to dry out the top of the profile (Picture 1).

Picture 1. National drought monitor showing extreme drought conditions already in the southwest and California.

In central Illinois there has been over an inch more of water lost through ET in the last week versus water added through
rainfall. Hopefully courses are in recovery full swing and getting back to conditions favorable for playing golf (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Rainfall and ET rates for central Illinois April 2014 (Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL)
Temperatures have touched the low 80’s and high 70’s once or twice so far in April and this has really helped to push
growth and recovery. Lows have started to climb up into the 40’s and 50’s and so this will help reduce the loss of soil
heating through cooler night temperatures (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Air temperatures for central Illinois April 2014

Disease:
This week large patch was active on zoysia in the southern part of the state (Picture 2) and cool wet weather hasn’t been
very helpful to get any zoysia to really start growing to avoid problems. A confirmed diagnosis of brown ring patch was
also noted down south and this is probably a good indicator for our timing.
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Picture 2. Large patch activity on Zoysia in southern Illinois this week
Weeds:
Reports of forsythia blooming on the north side means it is pre emergent time of year. Despite some doubts on the GDD
tracker the timing is not far off what is considered one of the traditional indicator methods. Clover and wild garlic were
definitely in plentiful supply further south and standard mowing as well as control applications should take care of the
problem.

Insects:
No activity reported from insects as of yet. Further south Dr Miller indicated that adult billbugs were active in northern
Missouri and so they are probably on the way!

Research:
Spring is here and that means research trials are being put out at a feverish pace. Currently, we are wrapping up our
snow mold trials as well as a bio solid fertility trial. Both should be completed within the next few weeks. But as soon as
one trial ends, it seems four more are going out. Various superintendents have allowed us to use their courses for our
trials. Some of the more notable trials that for this spring include wetting agent trials on putting greens, testing firmness
and also various fungicide trials taking place across all Chicago land. Currently we have received many questions
regarding the use of proxy and primo considering the winter we have experienced. Most of the questions and concerns
pertain to seeding and the ability to control poa seed heads. We have started trail testing this theory utilizing different
application dates of proxy and primo to determine what kind of affect it has on bentgrass seed, and at which stage will
these chemicals have a non-detrimental effect on the seedlings. Currently, we are looking for more sites to run other
trials, if this is of interest to you and your golf course feel free to contact Ed or me and we would be happy to talk about
which trials would be right for your golf course.
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Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below, dated 04/22/14

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update04_22_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
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